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Instantaneous
Mappingof High-LatitudeConvectionWith CoherentHF Radars
C. HANuIs•.,• C. SENIOR,
2 J.-C. CERISIER,
•3 J.-P. VILLAIN,nR. A. GREENWALD,
$
J. M. RUOHONIEMI,
5 ANDK. B. BAKE••
CoherentHF radarsat Goose Bay (Labrador)and Schefferville (Quebec) are used to study plasma
convectionin the high-latitudeionosphere.Maps of the two-dimensionalflow pattern are obtainedby
merging simultaneoussets of radial velocity data, each with a time resolutionof a few minutes.From a
time sequenceof such maps we have separatedthe changesin flow due to magneticlocal time (MLT)
variationsover the region of observation,from those due to UT time variations. We study in detail the
convectionin the early morningsectorobservedon October15, 1989, when the interplanetarymagnetic
field (IMF) reversedfrom southwardto northward. This IMF reversal was not associatedwith a clear
responsein the nightsideconvectionbut rather with severalsuddenchanges,some of which anticipated
the Bz reversal.We suggestthat thesechangesare associatedwith delayedand superposed
ionospheric
responses
to previousIMF perturbations,or to local effects.After the IMF reversalfrom southto north our
observationsof westward and southwestwardvelocities in the 71ø-77ø invariant latitude range are

consistent
withtheearlier
simulations
for Bz > 0 andBy< 0. During
theperiod
of steady
northward
IMF
after the reversalthe convectionpatternwas observedto reconfigureslowly: a region of large westward
velocities progressivelymoved poleward, while convectionin the low-latitude part of the field of view
fadedaway.The time constamof this slowreconfiguration
wasabout1 hourand variedwith MLT, suchthat
it was larger closerto midnight.Thesedata, combinedwith particledata from successive
passesof the

DMSP satellites,
provideinformation
on the contraction
of thepolarcapafterthe IMF Bz reversalandon
the MLT dependencyof the velocity at which this contractionoccurs.They show that the polar cap
contractsmore rapidly in the daytime than in the nightimeand more rapidly in the postmidnightsector
than in the premidnightsector.
INTRODUCTION

componentof the plasma convection velocity [Villain et al.,.

Plasma convection in the magnetosphere is a highly
dynamic process, driven by fluctuations of interplanetary
medium parameterscloseto the magnetopause.
The orientation
of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is known to be a
very important factor in controlling convection, through
reconnectionprocessesat the magnetopausebetweenthe Earth
and the interplanetary fields. Experimental methods for
observing convective flow patterns are based either on lowaltitude polar-orbiting satellites, which provide nearly
instantaneouslatitudinal cuts throughthe high-latituderegion,
or on radars that provide convectionmaps by means of beamscanning techniques and by using the drift of the radar in
magneticlocal time (MLT). During the last decade,HF coherent
radarshave demonstratedtheir uniquecapability in measuring

convection velocity over large areas with a high time
resolution [Hanuise et al., 1981; Greenwald etal., 1985]. At
high latitudes, where the Earth's magnetic field is close to

1985; Ruohonietni et al., 1987].
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
HF radar located at Goose Bay, Labrador, has been operational
since 1983. However, a monostaticradar can only measurethe
radial component of the velocity of irregularities embeddedin
the plasma. In order to obtain a full vector determination a
secondradar facility covering the same field of view was later

built in Schefferville, Quebec, by French groups led by the
University of Toulon, becoming fully operational in October
1989. In the meantime a method had been developedto derive
vector velocity maps from a single radar [Hanuise et al., 1985;

Ruohoniemi et al., 1988, 1989]. It relies, however, on the
additionalassumptionof longitudinaluniformity of the plasma
flow, which is only valid for a class of simple convection
patterns[seeFreeman et al., 1991]. When only a limited subset
of vector velocities can be determined from dual radar data, it is

possible to extend the map to regions where data from only
one radar are available, assumingthat the flow is divergence
vertical, refraction of the HF radar wave causes the wave vector
free. This has proven to be particularly useful when one of the
to becomeperpendicularto the Earth'smagneticfield, leading radars is operatedin a single-beammode, as was the case for
to an enhanced backscattering cross section. At F region the Schefferville radar before October 1989 [Ruohonietniet al.,
altitudestheirregularities
at decametric
wavelengths
havebeen 1989]. The zero divergenceassumptionhas also been used to
shown to be stationary in the plasma frame and thus their
modify the initial vector velocity map deduced from the
DOppler velocity can be safely identified with the radial
longitudinal uniformity hypothesis.
The HF multibeamradarshave alreadyshowntheir ability at
describing convection changes with a high temporal
1Lab.0ratOire
deSondages
Electromagnttiques
del'Environnement
Terrestre/ CNRS, Universit6 de Toulon et du Var, La Garde, France.
resolution.Resultsfrom the GooseBay radar and its sisterradar
2Centre
deRecherches
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convection
response
in thenoonsectorto a change
in theBy
componentof the IMF is about 8 min.
In this paper we develop a method for deriving vector
velocity maps by merging radial velocities from the two
radars, with no additional assumption.From a time series of
such maps we can then separate, in the changeswhich occur
17,387
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subsequently,are processedto obtain estimatesof signal-tonoiseratio, mean Dopplervelocity,correlationtime, and rootvariations as they should be observed in a solar mean-squareerror estimates[Villain et al., 1987]. Information
magnet0spheric
frame.Wethusobtain,
asdidShenandNielsen on the irregularity characteristics and, in particular, the
[19•7] fromthe VHF Scandinavian
Twin AuroralRadar Dopplervelocity is thus availableover a large part of the radar
Experiment(STARE) andSwedenandBritainRadarExperiment fields of view.
(SABRE) radars,the time evolutionof latitudinalprofiles of
DERIVATION OF VELOCITY MAPS
the convectionvelocity at a fixed MLT. We illustrate these
methods with an example showing the modification of the
Since modern HF radars started observations, doubts have
convection pattern in the early morning sector after a
been expressedon their ability to map ionosphericconvective
northwardturningof the IMF Bz component.

frommapto map,thosewhicharedueto thedrift in MLT of the
co•o

n field of view of the two radars, from the "true" time

DESCPdPTION OF THE HF RADARS

The datapresented
in thispaperwereacquiredwith a pairof
two HF

radars located

in northeastern

Canada.

The radar

motions. First, the questionof whether plasma motion can be
derived from Doppler velocity was resolved, at least for F
region irregularities, by several experimental comparisons
between HF and incoherent scatter radars [Villain et al., 1985;

Ruohoniemiet al., 1987]. These comparisons
confirmed

operatedfrom GooseBay, Labrador(53.3øN, 60.5øW),has
beendescribedin detailby Greenwaldet al. [1983]. The second
radar facility, named Sherpa (Syst•me HF d'EtudesRadar
Polaires et Aurorales), is located in Schefferville, Quebec
(54.8øN, 66.8øW), and has basically similar characteristics.
Both

detect

waves

backscattered

from

ionospheric

theoretical expectations[Keskinen and Ossakow, 1983] that
the Doppler velocity of such irregularities is equal to the
plasma drift velocity. The second doubt concerned the
capability of HF radars to locate scattering sourceswith
enough precision. Usually, the electron density distribution
necessaryto determinethe HF propagationconditionsand thus
to determineprecisely the scatteringregion is not available.
The situation becomes even more complex becauseof the
variable nature of ionospheric density structuresat high
latitudes. Fortunately, ray-tracing studiesusing representative
density profiles [Villain et al., 1984] have shown that for
typical ionospheric conditions the actual distance to a
scatteringregion will generally be 15-30 km less than that
predictedusing a free spacepropagationhypothesis[Baker et

irregularities over northeasternCanada and Greenland, at
invariantlatitudeshigher than 65ø.
The respectivefields of view are determinedby the antenna
arrays,which are usedfor both transmittingand receiving.In
GooseBay the main array comprises16 log periodic antennas
operatingbetween8 and 20 MHz. The azimuthalresolutionis
3ø to 5ø, dependingupon frequency, and the beam can be
orientedin 16 directionsrangingfrom 20ø west to 30ø eastof
geographi
c north, with an azimuthal scan step of 3.3ø. In al., 1986], i.e., less than the size of a radar resolution cell.
Schefferville the array comprises only eight log periodic Consequently, if one accepts this limitation on spatial
antennas identical to those in Goose Bay. The azimuthal

resolution is consequentlydecreasedby a factor of 2. The
normal to the array is directed 15ø east of geographicnorth.
The beam can also be electronicallyswitchedover an azimuth
of 50ø, from 10ø west to 40ø east of geographicnorth. In a

givendirection
thebackscattered
signalis usually
sampled
for

resolution, HF radars are suitable for studying ionospheric
plasma motions. This is particularly true for mapping largescale convective patterns.
The two-dimensional plasma drift velocity in a plane
perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic field is derived by
combiningDoppler velocity data from the two radars.Figure 2

fifty 45-km-wide range gates,the near and far radar horizons
for samplingbeing set at 300 and 2550 kin. Thus eachradar
potentiallymonitorsthe irregularityactivity over nearly 1.4

millionkm2 of thehigh-latitude
ionosphere.
Mostof thisarea
is commonto both instruments(Figure 1).
The data were obtained while the two radars were in their

70

usual operating modes. In Goose Bay a scan sequentially
samples the 16 beams, starting from the westernmost
direction.The integrationtime is typicallyset to 5 s for each
beamposition,thuscompletinga sequencein 80 s. The radar
transmits
on a fixedfrequency,
whichis changed
duringtheday
to adaptto the propagationconditionsprevailingat different
local times. At Schefferville, due to the wider beamwidth each

scansamplesonly the eightevenbeamsout of the 16 possible
beam directions.To completea sequencewith the sametime
resolution,the integrationtime is increasedto 10 s. Moreover,
two radarfrequencies
are systematically
used(11 MHz and 14

60

MHz) whichreduces
thetimeresolution
fora givenfrequency
but has the advantageof extendingthe geographiccoverage,
owing to changesin wave propagationwith variationof the
/ sc..
!
soundingfrequency.
For each beam/range radar cell, a 17-lag complex
-80
-70
-60
-50
-40
autocorrelation
functionis computedin real time [Greenwaldet
al., 1983]. During the observations reported here those Fig. 1. CoImnonfield of view of the two HF radarsat GooseBay and
associatedwith scatter are recorded on magnetic tape and, Schefferville.
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presence of multipeaked Doppler spectra in the radar cell,
which have to be eliminated for velocity computations.If
necessary,error bars on magnitudeand azimuth of the velocity
vectorscan be calculated.They depend on data quality and on
the angle between the lines of sight of the two radars. This
angle varies over the field of view from 45ø at shortrangesto
less than 20ø farther out, and it generally decreasesfrom the
center toward the edge of the field of view. Velocity estimates
therefore will have a large uncertainty in regions of the
common field of view where the angle betweenthe two radar
lines of sight is small.
At this stage of the processing, the velocity field is
obtained in a geographic coordinate system, which can be
transformed into either a geomagnetic or an invariant
latitudefMLT coordinate system. The transformation uses a
variation of the corrected geomagneticcoordinate system, as
defined by Baker and Wing [1989]; based on the IGRF 85
magnetic field model updated to 1989, it provides analytical
expressions relating geographic coordinates to magnetic
coordinates at any altitude. The relation is smooth over the
entire globe, even near the poles. Moreover, in order to derive
magneticlocal time at a given geographicpositionfor a given
UT,

the transformation

takes into account the effects of

seasonalvariations in the Sun's declination, along with the
variation in the Sun'sapparentpositiondue to the eccentricity
of the Earth's orbit. For a fixed point and a fixed UT these

Fig. 2. Illustration of the methodusedfor mergingthe data setsof
radial velocities, provided by the two radars during the same time
interval, into a single-vectorvelocity map. The solid circlesrepresent effects result in a MLT
the geographic grid points, while the open squaresand circles,
the courseof a year.
respectively,are the Scheffervilleand GooseBay data points.

variation

which reaches + 20 rain over

An example of the result of this radial velocity merging
process is given in Figure 3, in a geomagneticframe of
summarizesthe method for deriving velocity vectorsfrom the reference. Figures 3a and 3b show the Doppler velocities
two radial components.Estimates of the radial velocity are observed at Goose Bay and Schefferville, respectively, on
obtained in each resolution cell, whose size is 45 km in the
October 15, 1989 for the period 0557 UT to 0600 UT. These
radial direction and 3o-5ø in azimuth. At ranges where maps were obtained by averagingdata from successivescans
scattering is most commonly detected, a resolution cell over a 3-rain period. The velocity scaleis given in the top left
roughly is a rectangle of 45 by 60 kin. For the Schefferville corner of the figure. Each velocity is representedby a straight
data, odd beam directions are filled in by interpolating line, the length of which representsthe magnitude of the
velocities measured on the two nearest even beams, so that the
velocity. In GooseBay, scatteris detectedat invariantlatitudes
spatialresolutionis formally identicalfor the two radars.
ranging from 68ø up to 78ø on the 16 beams.Radial velocities
Vector velocities are computed at each point of a are directed toward the radar on most beams. Large radial
geographicgrid, with a mesh size of half a degreein latitude velocities, up to 500-600 m/s, are measuredin the northern
and 1ø in longitude. Spacingbetween grid points is therefore part of the central beams,while low velocities are presenton
approximately50 km along each axis over the radar field of both edgesand in the southernpart of the map. Thesefeatures
view. At each grid point, the four nearestpossibledata points indicate that the flow is not uniform over the field of view. The
are determinedfor each radar. This is achievedby computing Schefferville data (Figure 3b) were observedover a slightly
the azimuthof the grid point and its distanceto the radarand by smaller region but in the same latitude range. Radial velocities
looking for data points on bracketingbeamsand ranges.In the are directed toward the radar, with magnitudesof 500-700 m/s
following step, a mean radial velocity at the grid point is for the high-latitudepart of most beamsexceptthe easternmost
computed for each radar, with a weighting function one.
proportionalto the inversedistancebetweenthe grid point and
The vector velocity map resultingfrom the combinationof
the data point. Data points located at more than 100 km from Goose Bay and Schefferville observationsis shown as Figure
the grid point are excluded. Finally, both mean radial 3½. The dots representthe positionof the grid point where the
velocities are geometrically combined to derive the two- velocity is determined,the length of the straightlines is the
dimensional vector velocity.
magnitude of the vector velocity, and their direction is the
A velocity is derived only when at least two of the four plasma-flow line in the chosencoordinatesystem.This means
possiblevalid data points are present for each radar. Several that pro•ections of a vector cannot be interpreted as the
checks eliminate invalid or doubtful data: the signal-to-noise longitudinal and latitudinal componentsof velocity, except
ratio must be larger than 3 dB; data quality checkseliminate where the spatialscalesof the axesare commensurate.
The map
bad data points; echoes identified as ground scatter are also covers the region of observationcommonto both radars.The
eliminated; finally, the root-mean-squareerror on the velocity flow direction is westward everywhere, with a marked
estimatemustbe lessthan50 m/s. This might seemto be a low southwardcomponentin the northwesternpart of the map and a
value, but experienceshows that the error remains below 20 northward component in the eastern part of the map. As
m/s in most cases. Large values are generally due to the expectedfrom the radial velocity maps, the flow is slow in the
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The results presentedin this paper are focused on the
nighttime, early morning hours of October 15, 1989.
Interplanetarymagnetic field (IMF) data from IMP8 were
available for that period, and 30-s averagesare plotted in
Figure 4, in a GSM coordinatesystem.Also indicatedin the
top threepanelsis the GSM locationof the satellite(in units
of Earth radii) at the time shown by the arrows.The satellite
was locatedabove the magneticequatorialplane upstreamof
the Earth, in the dawn sectorat about 30 Re and was traveling
sunward. Figure 4 shows that the magnitudeof the field
decreases
abruptlyfrom 12-13 nT to about10 nT at 0455 UT,
which indicates that the satellite may have crossedthe bow
shock at that time, going from the magnetosheathto the
interplanetarymedium at X=8.2 Re and Y=-30 Re, i.e., at a
very large distancefrom the Earth. One-houraveragesof the
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Fig. 3. Exampleof velocitymapsobtainedbetween0557 and 0600
UT, in a geomagnetic
frame of reference.(a) Radialvelocitymapfor
the Schefferville radar. (b)Radial velocity map for the Goose Bay

IMP8 plasmadatarecordedafter0800 UT indeedindicatethat
the solarwind pressurewas low on that day, with densitiesof

=5 cm'3 andvelocities
of =350km.s'1. At 0433UT theIMF Bz
componentreversedfrom southwardto northwardandremained
positiveafterward,varying between+2 nT and +7 nT, with a
shortuncertainperiod due to a data gap between0438 UT and

0452UT. The By component
remained
negativeduringthe

wholeperiod,decreasingfrom a level of-11 nT to about-4 nT
at the presumedtime of the bow shockcrossing.
The level of magneticactivity was very low during the 3south.We do not intend to discussin this sectionthe physical day period precedingthe observations
from October 13 to 15,
interpretationof this map, but we can note that it covers a these days being the three quietest days of the month. The
radar.

sectorof more than 2 hoursin MLT for a given UT. A sequence maximum value of the Kn index was 1- over the 48 hours before
the northwardturningof the IMF and 1 duringthe 3-hourperiod
that includes this reversal. The magnetograms from the
Greenlandand Canopus(centralCanada)magnetometerchains
were extremelyquiet between0200 UT and0800 UT. For both
chains the largest fluctuations in the north-southhorizontal

of suchmapsthereforeoffers an excellentopportunityto study
variationsof the convectionpatternas a functionof UT for a
fixed MLT and duringabout2 hoursof UT time. This will help
to separate spatial and temporal variations in the plasma
convection,the result of which will be presentedhereafter.
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componentoccurrednorth of 70ø invariantlatitude and between directed toward the radar, while negative velocities (yellow to
0300 UT and 0500 UT, i.e., in the --21-23 and --01-03 MLT
red) are directedaway from the radar. The vertical axis of each
sectors,respectively, for the Canopus and Greenland chains. plot is the distance from the radar, larger distances
These fluctuations did not exceed 50 nT, which indicates that correspondingto higher latitudes, and the horizontal scale is

the nightsectorwasvery quietat the time of theBz reversal.

UT time.

Radial

echoes on beam 8 as well as on other beams. In contrast,

At GooseBay, prior to about0420 UT, therewere very few
Velocities

The

raw

data

for

the central

beam

8 of the radars

in

Schefferville and Goose Bay during the period 0000 to
1200 LIT

are shown

in Plate

1. Beam

8 is oriented

east of

geomagneticnorth for both radars (see Figure 3). For both
radarswe have shownin the top panel the signal-to-noiseratio
and in the bottom panel the Doppler (radial) velocity. Each of
thesequantitiesis color coded,as indicatedto the right of each
diagram.Echoesidentified as groundscatterare codedin grey
in the Doppler velocity frame. Positive velocities (blue) are

echoes were present over several hundred kilometers on all
Schefferville beams before 0420 UT, and dual-frequency
operationextendedthe field of view of the radar. Despite this
difference in echo occurrencethe Doppler velocity along beam
8 had the samebehaviorat GooseBay and Schefferville:radial
velocities were small and mainly negative (correspondingto
an eastwardflow) at the beginning of the night and reverse at
later UT times (correspondingto a westwardflow). During this
second period, both radars saw a region of large positive
velocities which tended to move toward larger ranges, while
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Plate 1. Time variationsof the amplitudeof the backscattered
signaland the Dopplervelocityfor the centralbeam8 of eachradar.Negative
velocities(greento red) are directedawayfrom the radarandpositivevelocities(blue)are directedtowardtheradar.A reversalof the convection
is
observedaround0430 UT both at Scheffervilleand GooseBay. Justafter the reversal,very large velocities(between650 and 900 m/s) are
observedat all distances
from the radar.Later,the regionwheretheselargevelocitiesare observedmovesprogressively
to largerranges,while
the velocitydecreasesat smallranges.
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the velocitiesmeasuredin the closestgatestendedto decrease field of view of the two radarsdrifts towardincreasingMLTs as
uniformly. The exact time of the velocity reversal is not easy UT evolves. In order to obtain what can be called "true" UT
to determine from Plate 1 due to data gaps and multiple variations, we have calculated latitudinal velocity profiles
reversals on beam 8. Our best estimate is that the reversal
along magnetic meridians drifting from east to west through
occurred

between

0409

and

0422

UT

at Schefferville

and

between0413 and 0422 UT at GooseBay.

constant.Such profilesshouldremainstablein time if the

Vector Velocity Maps
Figure 5 shows,for selectedtimes between0400 and 0630
UT, a set of eight convection maps obtained by the method
describedin the previous section. Each map was obtained by
smoothing the data over 3 rain, which correspondsto two
successiveazimuthal scans,thus allowing the dual-frequency
operation of the Schefferville radar to extend the spatial
coverage.At 0406 UT the commonregion of radar echoeswas
very small, and the convectionwas slow and eastwardover the
whole

scatter zone between

0045

and 0200

MLT.

Examination

of the individual scans from Goose Bay and Schefferville
indicates that this situation prevailed until about 0408-0410
UT, i.e., small radial velocities directed toward the radars on

the western beams and away from the radars on the eastern
beams.

Around 0410 UT a region of large radial velocitiesdirected
toward the radar appears on the eastern beams of the
Schefferville radar, indicating that the flow is reversing to
southwestward
on the east side of the field of view. This region
of southwestward velocities progressively extends to the

westernbeams,at therateof theEarthrotation.Althoughthere
are no echoesobservedwith the GooseBay radarfrom 0410 UT
to 0417 UT, the two radars show the same behavior afterward.

A typical map from this time period is the one at 0427 UT
(Figure 5b), where the flow reversal from eastwardon the
western side of the field of view to westward

the field of view of the two radars, so that their MLT remains

on the eastern side

occurs around 0130 MLT.

The next two mapsat 0430 and0433 UT (Figures5c and5d)
show that the eastward velocities have disappearedfrom the
0100 to 0130 MLT sector. This temporal change is also
visible on individual maps of the radial velocities: indeed,
while the Earth had rotated by 2ø of longitude from 0426 to
0434 UT, the easternregion of large velocitiesdirectedtoward

convectionpattern were time independentin a magnetospheric
coordinate system. At the average UT of a single map, the
velocity is determinedalonga particularmagneticmeridianat a
seriesof points separatedby half a degreein latitude. At each
of thesepoints the velocity is obtainedas a weightedaverage
(by the inverse of the distance)of the closestdata points (less
than 0.5ø in latitude and less than 1.0ø in longitude). Results
of this process are shown in Figure 6 along the 0315 MLT
magneticmeridian. The straightlines issuedfrom each point of
the diagram are real velocities, the horizontal and vertical
componentsrepresenting,respectively, the geomagneticeast
and northcomponentsof the velocityvector.At 0315 MLT the
velocity latitudinal profile could be monitored from the dual
radar systemfor about 2 hours.
The velocity was mostly westwardover the latitudinalrange
71ø-77ø, for the period from 0445 to 0700 UT, during which
the 0315 MLT meridian drifted throughthe commonfield of
view of the two radars.Figure 6 showsthat the region of small
velocities slowly progressesnorthwardat a rate of about 2.0ø2.5ø per hour. This polewarddisplacementwas also seenon the
radial velocities from the central beam (Plate 1). However,
whereas spatial and temporal variations cannot be clearly
separated from Plate 1, Figures 5 and 6 indicate that this
displacementis both spatial and temporal. The same behavior
(i.e., the slow northwarddisplacementof the boundarybetween
large and small velocities) was seen on all magneticmeridians
that drifted through the radar field of view between0445 and
0700 UT, i.e., for meridians from 0230 to 0400 MLT.
An

the radarhad progressed
w•es.tward
by about8ø. Another
temporal
change
of thistype(i.e.,sudden
westward
penetrationconstant
of the region of large westward velocities) is also seen on the
radial velocity maps around 0443 UT, although it is not
apparenton the 3-min averagevector velocity maps.
In the time period between 0443 and 0700 UT the radial
velocities from the two radars•varied smoothly, without any
sudden change. The last four maps of Figure 5 are

representative
of this period.They showthe generaltrendof

estimation

of

the

time

constant

of

this

slow

reconfiguration can be obtained from Figure 7, where the
amplitude of the velocity at 0315 MLT, averaged over the
latitudinal range 72ø-73.5ø, is plotted versus UT. Figure 7
again showsthe generaltrend of the velocity at low latitude to
decreasewith time. The least squaresfit of an exp(-t/x) function
to the data is given by the dashed line. It indicates a time
of 1 hour.

DISCUSSION

Convection
for SouthwardInterplanetaryMagneticField (IMF)
Before 0410 UT, when the IMF was southward, the common

region of echoes was very small and extended between about

the plasmato drift southwestWard
in the earlymorningsector 73 ø and 76 ø invariant latitude and between 0030 and 0200
of thenorthern
polarcapboundary
deduced
whenBz waspositiveandBy negative.
Thesemapsalsoshow MLT. Theposition
the development
of a regionof smallvelocities,first observed from particle data from the DMSP F8 and F9 satellites is
in the southeasternpart of the field of view at 0530 UT and
then progressingnorthwardin the radar commonfield of view.
Finally, between about 0500 and 0630 UT, regions of radial
velocities away from the radars (i.e., north to northeastward
flows) are observed occasionally in the northern parts of the
radar fields of view. These echoesare generally not observed
simultaneouslyby the two radars.
Universal

Time Variations

UT variations of the convectionare not easily deducedfrom
the comparisonbetween successivemaps, since the common

plotted in Figure 8, and its latitude is given in Table 1. The
DMSP data show that before the IMF reversal (i.e., for satellite

passesbefore 0350 UT) the polar cap was very stable and
located around 71.5 ø invariant latitude in the midnight sector
and around 74.8 ø in the dawn sector. Therefore during this
period the postmidnight radar observationscorrespondto a

polarcapflowforBz < 0 andBy< 0. Empirical
models
[Foster
etal., 1986; Heppner and Maynard, 1987] give southward
velocitiesof very small amplitudefor this IMF orientationand
local time sector.Our radar data partly agreewith thesemodels,
in that the amplitude of the observedvelocities is very small
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Fig. 5. Eightconvection
mapsobtained
by merging
theradialvelocitymapsof Schefferville
andGooseBayon October15, 1989,beforeand
afterthe northward
turningof the IMF at 0433 UT.

and the velocity has a southwardcomponent(Figure 5a). cells producedby mergingon field lines tailward of the cusp
However, our data show an essentiallyeastwardvelocity, in. andof twolower-latitude
viscous
cells.ForBy< 0 andin the.
oppositionwith both models.We have no explanationfor this morning
sector,
theypredicted
a complex
structure
of theflow
difference,exceptthat it may be due to a day-to-dayvariability with velocitiesreversingtwice from eastwardtO westwardand
of the convectionthat is not describedby statisticalmodels.
backto eastward,goingfrom north•o south.The westward
flow, associatedwith the viscouscell, would be slow in this
model.
The early morningsectorvelocitydata shownin Figure
Convectionfor Northward IMF
5 do not supportthis model.
Although the two-cell convection pattern is well
On the other hand, Ogino et al. [1985], in a numerical
established both theoretically and experimentally for a simulation of magnetosphericconvectionfor Bz positive,
southwardIMF, there is much uncertaintyon the structureof found a much more complicated convectionpattern that is
the plasma flow for northwardIMF. Reiff and Burch [1985] schematically
shownin Figure9a forBy= 0 andfor the
suggesteda four-cell convectionpatternconsistingof two lobe northern hemisphere.It consistsof low-latitude viscouscells
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Fig. 5. (continued)

in the dayside(VA) and nightside(Vt.) on closedfield lines, of
dayside merging cells (M) on open field lines, and of tail
reconnectioncells (R) on both closedand open field lines. The

pattern
distorts
considerably
withBy,andin thecaseof By< 0
(Figure 9b), the evening side tail reconnectioncell moves
toward dawn and eventually connects to the morning side
merging cell.
In the early morning sector(0200-0500 MLT) and for the
IMF conditionsprevailing after 0433 UT on October 15, 1989,
the Ogino et al. [1985] model of Figure 9b predictsthat the
flow is essentially southwestwardover the latitude range
probed by the Schefferville and Goose Bay radars, with

possiblynortheastwardflows in the northernpart of the fields
of view. Furthermore, as indicated by the distance between
equipotentialcontoursin the original figures of Ogino et al.
[1985], the southwestward flow associated with the
convergenceof the evening side R1 and morning side R2 tail
reconnectioncells would be rapid, whereasit would be slow in
the morning side R2 cell. All these characteristicsare very
consistentwith the vector velocitiesshownin Figure 5 and, in
particular,during periodswhen the IMF is steadilynorthward.
Indeed, whereasthe flow is predominantlysouthwestwardafter
0430 UT, large velocities of up to 700 m/s were observed
everywhere in the field of view west of about 0300 MLT,
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conjugate to the Goose Bay and Schefferville radars (M.
Pinnock, private communication, 1992).
We thereforebelieve that the model of Ogino et al. [1985]
gives a correct representationof the convectionpattern in the

night sectorfor Bz > 0 andBy < 0. This agreeswith the
observationsof Dudeney et al. [1991], who studiedthe early
morning convectionpatternsobservedby the Halley Bay and
GooseBay radars for the same IMF orientation.In particular,
they found westward convection velocities of 700-1000 m/s,
i.e., of the same order of magnitudeas thosefound here. More
precisely, we associate the region of large velocities in the
northernand westernparts of the commonradar field of view,

E

w
o

500

CL

12

Fig. 7. Time variationsof the amplitudeof the velocityat 0315 MLT,
averagedover 720-73.5ø invariant latitude. The dashedcurve showsthe
leastsquaresfit to the data.

whereasthe flow was slow in the southernpart of the field of
view at later local times. In addition, the comparisonof UT
variationsof the velocities along different magneticmeridians
showsthat the region of small velocities progressesnorthward
as one proceeds toward dawn, as in the model. Finally, the
maps of radial velocitiesindicate the presenceof northeastward
flow in the northernpart of the radar fields of view, in regions
where

coincident

data from

the two radars

18

06

•// 70

are not available.

This is also consistentwith the modeledflow patternof Figure

00

9.

In the southernhemispherethe convectionpattern predicted

by Oginoet al. [1985]for Bz > 0 andBy < 0 is themirror
image, with respect to the noon-midnightmeridian, of that of
Figure 9b. In the early morning sectorand around75ø invariant
latitude it correspondsto small and irregular velocities.This is
indeed what was observedby the Halley Bay radar which is

Fig. 8. Location of the polar cap boundary determinedfrom DMSP
particle data in an invariant latitude/MLT coordinatesystem. Data
before the southwardto northwardIMF reversal(from 0025 to 0350
UT) are shownas crossesthat align rather well along a circularpolar
cap plottedwith a dashedline. Data after the IMF reversalare shownas
open circles (at 0510 UT) and solid circles (from 0650 to 0851 UT).
See also Table 1.
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TABLE 1. InvariantLatitudeof the PolarCapBoundaryDeducedFrom
Particle Data From the DMSP

0025
0207
0350
0510
0650
0710
0851

Time Variations of the Convection

F8 and F9 Satellites for Northern

HemispherePasses

Hour, UT

17,397

0600-0700,
MLT

2230-0100,
MLT

7 4.7
7 4.8

71.2

2130-2140,
MLT

1800-1900,
MLT

71.7
71.6

78.6
8 4.3

79.3
85.3
75.3

75.5

The UT given is the approximatehour when the satelliteis in the
centerof the polar cap alongthe pass.MLT, magneticlocal time.

06

Having identified the convection pattern for the period
when the IMF was steadily northward,we can now addressthe.
questionof time variation of the convection,in particular the
way in which the nightsideconvectionrespondedto the sudden
IMF reversal at 0433 UT. Following Lockwoodet al. [1989],
we have estimatedthe time delay betweenthe IMF Bz reversal
itnpingingupon the IMP8 satelliteat 0433 UT and the start of
the responseof the dayside ionosphere.This estimationrelies
on the assumptionthat the perturbationwave front was aligned
with the IMF vector in the ecliptic plane and on assumedvalues
of a numberof parameterssuchas the distancefrom the Earth
centerof the subsolarbow shockX b and magnetopauseX m, the
solar wind velocity Vsw, the plasma velocity in the
magnetosheathVsh, and the transittime 'Cmiof a singleAlfvtn
wave from the magnetopause to the ionosphere. For the
present calculation we have taken Xm=11.7 Re, Xb=l.33 X m,
Vsw=350kin/s, Vsh=Vsw/8,andXmi=2m_in(seeLockwoodet al.
[1989] for the details of the calculation). These values are
consistentwith the particle data from IMP8, with the distances
from the Earth and shapesof the magnetopauseand bow shock
found theoreticallyby Spreiter and Stahara [1980] and with the
location of the bow shock inferred from the IMP8 magnetic
field data of Figure 4. Using these values, we find that the
daysideionosphereshouldrespondto the IMF reversalabout 2
min after it was observed by the IMP8 satellite, i.e., around
0435

UT.

The nightside ionosphereon the other hand is believed to
respond to IMF perturbationswith a much larger time delay
than the dayside ionosphere.For example, Todd et all [1988],
using data from the EISCAT radar showed that the delay

between
thetimewhenanIMF perturbation
impinges
uponthe
subsolar magnetopause and the time when the ionosphere
respondsvaries with MLT: the delay is 1-2 min at 1500 MLT
and reaches10-15 min at 0900 and 1800 MLT. Dudeney et al.
1:2

[1991],in theirstudyof anIMF By reversal
for Bz northwith

the GooseBay and Halley Bay radar data, found a time delay of
(b)
about 25 min, roughly consistentwith the transittime through
a smallpolar cap of dimension= 1500 km, characteristic
of Bz
north, at a velocity of 1 km/s.
It is thus very likely that the three rapid time variationsof
the convectionobservedby the radarsat 0410, 0430, and 0443
UT, which bring the nightsideconvectionpatternto a Bz north
configuration, are not the result of the 0433 UT IMF reversal.
In the absence of substorm activity in the nightside (see
above) these time variations may be due to previous IMF
perturbations (at least for the first two events), or to local
effects.It is also possiblethat due to the long time it takesfor
nightsideconvectionto reorganizeafter an IMF perturbation,
the effectsof new IMF perturbationswill be superimposed
on
those from earlier perturbations, giving rise to complex
temporal variations.
Fig. 9. Schematicdiagramof the northernhemispherehigh-latitude
Evidence for the slow reconfiguration of the nightside
convection
found
byOgino
etal.[1985]
fora northward
IMF.(a)By=
convection was given in the previous section and, in
0; (b)By< 0 andIBz/Byl=l.7.
M, thehigh-latitude
merging
cells;
VA,
thedayside
viscous
cells;R, thetail reeonneetion
cells;andVL, the particular, in Figures 6 and 7. Knipp et al. [1991], using
low-latitudeviscouscells.The figureis reproduced
from Dudeheyet al.
ground magnetometer and radar data together with the
[1991].
assimilativemapping of ionosphericelectrodynamics(AMIE)
technique described by Richmond and Karnide [1988], also
with the convergencebetweenthe tail reconnectioncells R1 found a slow reconfiguration of the nightside convection
andR2 (located
in theearlymorning
sector
forBy< 0) andthe which lastedmore than 1 hour, after a northwardturningof the
region of small velocities in the southeastern
part of the field IMF. Their estimation is consistent with the time constant of 1
of view with the morning-sidetail reconnectioncell R2.
hour derived from Figure 7. However, whereaswe observe a
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generalpoleward displacementof the convectionpattern,they
find a slow decay of the convection.The difference between
their

observatitns

and our observations

for the same IMF

behaviormay be due to the sparsenightsidedata coveragethat
Knipp et al. usedas input to the AMIE inversiontechnique.

MLT. This velocity is larger at dawn and dusk than at 0315
MLT (i.e., rates of 3.4ø/h and 2.0ø-2.5ø/h respectively) and,
largerat 0315 than at 2100 MLT whereit doesnot exceed1ø/h.
In addition,it decreasesas one proceedstowardmidnightin the
postmidnightsectorbetween0230 and 0330 MLT. Thereforeit

It is interestingto note here that althoughthe observed appearsthat the polar cap contractsmore rapidly in the dayside

postm•dnight
convection
patternagreeswith the Oginoet al.
[1985] model, the reconfiguratitn time constantof roughly 1
hour deducedfrom our data is larger than the time necessaryfor
the Ogino et al. patternto reach a quasi-steady
state,which is
32 min. Neutral winds may well play an important role in
slowing down the ionosphericprocess.Indeed, Deng et al.
[1991] have shown that inertial effects due to the atmospheric
dynamocan maintain the plasmaconvectionfor severalhours
after a magneticstorm.Suchinertial effectsare not includedin
the Ogino et al. model, which completely lacks the
ionosphericpart of the circuit.
Let us now consider the various manifestations

of the slow

reconfigurationof the polar ionospherein responseto the Bz
northwardturningand, in particular,the MLT dependencyof its
time constant.First, a northwarddisplacementof the polar cap
boundaryis observedfrom the DMSP particledata.Figure8 and
Table 1 show that after a long period of stability
correspondingto Bz < 0, the polar cap boundaryin the dawn
sectormoved from 74.8ø invariant latitudefor Bz < 0 to 78.6ø
at 0510 UT and to 84.3ø at 0650 UT, after the Bz reversal.The
northwarddisplacementof the boundaryat dawn thusoccurred
at a rate of about 3.4ø/h, similar to the rate observedat dusk. In
the 2100 MLT sector the polar cap contractionoccurred at a
much slower rate. With the assumptionof a circular polar cap
whosecenter is shifted toward dawn (in agreementwith DMSP
data reported by Holzworth and Meng [1984]) and 4ø
antisunwardbeforethe Bz reversal,this rate doesnot exceed3ø
in more than 3 hours.

Secondly, the boundarybetween large and small velocities
observed

in the radar data at 0315

rate of about 2.0ø-2.5ø/h

MLT

moves northward

at a

between 0530 and 0630 UT,

in

responseto the Bz reversal(Figure 6). Table 2 gives the time
constantof the slow decreaseof the velocity in the 72o-73.5ø
invariant latitude range for magneticmeridiansseparatedby 15
min

between

0230

and 0330

MLT.

These time constants

have

beendeducedfrom plots similar to Figure 7. Table 2 showsthat
the time constantconsistentlydecreaseswith MLT. In other
words the convection pattern in the postmidnight sector
reconfiguratesmore slowly as one proceedstoward midnight.
If we assumethat the polar cap boundaryand the boundary
between large and small velocities move together with the
same velocity and if we further assumethat larger velocitiesof

the boundarycorrespondto smallerreconfiguration
time
constants, then the previous data are consistent with a
movement of the boundarieswith a velocity that dependsupon
TABLE 2. Time Constantof the VelocityDecreaseat VariousMLTs
MLT, hour

•, rain

than in the nightside and more rapidly in the postmidnight
sectorthan in the premidnightone.
Becauseopen magnetic flux stops entering the polar cap

throughthedaysideafteranIMF Bz northwardturning,it seems
natural that the contractionof the polar cap occursover shorter
time scalesin the daysidethan in the nightside.Indeed,Meng
and Makita [1986], in a casestudyof the polar cap size from
DMSP particle data, found a similar asymmetrybetween day
and night. On the contrary, the premidnight/postmidnight
asymmetrycannot be easily understoodin terms of dayside
reconnection processes. It is possible that an additional
mechanismoperatesin the night sector, which removesopen
magnetic flux from the polar cap preferentially in the

postmidnight
sector.A goodcandidatewouldbe the nightside
exit zone predictedby the Ogino et al. [1985] model between
the R 1 and the R2 tail reconnectioncells, which is locatedin

the postmidnightsectorfor By<0 (Figure 9). Further
simulationof the time variationsof the convectionafter a Bz
northwardturningwould be necessaryto checkif the Ogino et
al. model can predict such a local time dependencyof the
reconfiguration process.
CONCLUSION

The unique capability of HF radars to provide plasma
Doppler velocitiesof the plasmain the F regionover extended

fieldsof view with a timeresolution
of 1-2 min hasbeenused
to separatethe spatial and temporal variations of the highlatitude convection pattern after an IMF southward to
northward

reversal.

Radial

velocities

from

the

French

Schefferville (Quebec) and American Goose Bay (Labrador)
radars, whose fields of view overlap over Greenland and
northeasternCanada, have been merged for the first time to
provide instantaneousmaps of the plasma flow without any
additionalassumptions
on the structureof the flow. From these
maps the "true" UT time variationsof the flow alongselected
magneticmeridianshave beenfollowed duringseveralhoursas
they rotate throughthe commonradar field of view.
We have studiedin detail the convectionpatternin the early
morning sector on October 15, 1989, when the IMF Bz

component
reversed
fromsouthward
to northward,
whiletheBy
component remained negative. The exact time at which the
nightsideconvectionstartedto respondto the IMF Bz reversal
could not be precisely determinedfrom our data set. Temporal
changes occurring close to and even anticipating the Bz
reversal are thought to be associatedwith the delayed and
superposedresponsesfrom previous IMF perturbationsor to
local

effects.

The observedearly morning convectionfeaturesfor steady

Bz > 0 andBy< 0, withwestward
andsouthwestward
velocities
0230

82

0245
0300
0315
0330

72
75
60
59

Velocitiesare averagedin the latitudinalrange720-73.5ø.

in the 71ø-77ø invariant latitude range, are consistentwith the
numerical simulationsof Ogino et al. [1985]. In the contextof
this model our observationscorrespondto the flow in the two
tail reconnection cells, both located in the early morning

sectorfor By < 0. After a southward
to northward
IMF Bz
turning, the convection pattern in the early morning sector is
observed to reconfigure slowly. During this slow

HANUISE ET AL.: DYNAMIC CONVECTIONFROM BISTATIC HF RADARS

reconfigurationthe convectionfades away in the southernpart
of the radar common field of view, and the region of intense
convection moves poleward. The time constant of this slow
reconfigurationis one hour at 0315 MLT and increasestoward
midnight. It is larger than that predicted by the MHD
simulationof Ogino et al. [1985] for which a quasi-steadystate
magnetosphericconfigurationis obtained after 32 min.
These HF radar data, combinedwith particle data recorded
along successivepasses of the DMSP satellites, provided
information on the MLT variations of the polar cap
contractionvelocity after the southwardto northward turning
of the IMF. They showed, in particular, that the polar cap
contractsmore rapidly in the daytime than in the nightimeand
more rapidly in the postmidnight sector than in the
premidnightone. It was suggestedthat this latter asymmetry
could be the manifestation of a region, located in the 0300

MLT sector
forBy< 0, fromwhereopenmagnetic
fluxexitsthe
polar cap.
The data presented in this paper illustrate the unique
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